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Environment: anger of farmers in the
South against the exploitation of
60,000 hectares of forest
The inhabitants of Nyete and Campo, in the Ocean department
express their deep concerns about the construction of an agro-
industrial complex for the production of palm oil which will
require nearly 60,000 hectares of land, in a context where Similar
unprofitable projects already exist in these localities.
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The private company  Camvert  Sarl  wants to cut down trees on an area of 
60,000 hectares of land  along the districts of Nyete and Campo. The ambition
is to create a palm oil production unit and an agro-industrial processing
complex. Except that the populations of this community and the environmental
NGOs are against. “Given the context of the area, since we already have 
Socapalm  and  Hévécam  which are operational, it is not good that this project
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can succeed. Being understood that these societies have not fundamentally
changed people's lives. Agri-environmental, biodiversity and conservation issues
must take over, ”  says  Aristide Chacgom , coordinator of the Ong  Green
Development Advocates  ( GDA ).

Romain Kowe , traditional chief of Ebodje, Campo district, is also not at ease
with this agro-industrial project. “At this rate, we will no longer have land for
our sons and grandson. Our traditional activities, fishing in particular, are
threatened. As forest people, there are sacred forests in which we do our rites
that are in danger of disappearing. Certainly, they promise us alternative jobs
and activities like cattle breeding. But, things will no longer be as before, “ insists
this elderly man.

Cameroon is experiencing a deficit in palm oil production. The commissioning
of a palm oil production unit could help reduce Cameroonian imports
estimated at 130,000 tonnes per year. Unfortunately, Camvert's project did not
find a favorable response to Nyeté and Campo. "To deal with the palm oil
deficit, the government has developed a strategy that focuses on small producers
to supply the local market. The solution is not agro-industrial ”,  adds  Aristide
Chacgom.

When the State, through the Ministry of Forests and Wildlife ( Minfof ) wants
to support this project, civil society organizations ask the government to
reverse its decision and cancel the public notice. In the district of Adjap, by
Niété, the sub-prefect  Mbotiji Baliba  reports that if the State has thought of
this project, it is for the development of the locality. And, aware of the fact that
the population needs living space to calmly go about their daily activities, “The
State has already found compensation zones in Yabassi and in the Moungo. It is
therefore necessary to initiate an in-depth reflection around this vital space, even
if we are giving plots for agro-industry. This participatory approach will avoid
potential conflicts, ”  says the sub-prefect.
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